05/20/21 - MFG Out Loud Episode #43: Anniversary Episode #1
A look back at episodes 1-23   
with Special Guests - Allison & Ray and a whole bunch of really amazing Trail Blazers!
 
Welcome to the ‘ready-fire-aim’ portion of the MFG OutLoud evolution!
After talking about doing a podcast for 18 months, our 2020 New Year’s resolution was to actually launch one.

Did we know anything about how to create, record, edit,publish a podcast?  Heck No!   So we did it anyway.

We didn’t actually have a guest until episod #14 when Ben Baker,founder of Your Brand Marketing joined us.  We’ve never looked back!

Here’s what we covered in Episodes 1-23 - 
Episode #1:  Positioning:  - You need to stand-out - Competitors are saying the same thing.  - You’ve got to stand for something and say something different that
   Competitors cant or won’t copy.
Episode #2:  Reigniting the Spark of your Brand
- Your brand is the promise you make and who you are in the mind of the customer.
- Brand not only connects customers to your company, it connects your people to your company as well. Think CULTURE, CONNECTIVITY, PURPOSE 
 -It’s the outward-facing part of the company that resonates with the culture, message, vision, etc
Episode #3 Culture: The seven little letters that can make or break your business
Forbes article definition:  company culture is something that is pre-existing in your company’s genetic code; it’s not something that employees bring with them. Not every business was blessed with the foresight to completely flesh out a long-term plan for company growth and culture. While there are plenty of companies out there that would love nothing more than to have you pay them for a “company culture audit,” the far easier – and cheaper method is to simply take a look around
Episode #4 The Family Business:  Helping you or Holding you Back?
 -If you want new ideas, give family members the opportunity to acquire them outside of the family business.  (Training, associations, coaching, etc)

Episode #5  Love, Manufacturing Style!  - Focus and Commitment = Caring and Inclusion
- Traditionally, manufacturers have lead with head over heart. Rationally instead of emotionally. 
- Anything heart-centered and incredibly specific was thought of as soft, weak, and/or limiting
Episode 6  Social Media for Manufacturers.
-If you’re not where your customers are and leading the conversation on-line, someone else is
Episode 7 Shake-Off the “Features & Benefits” hangover and make sales easier.
- You make decisions rationally only 5% of the time.  95% of the time, you choose based on emotion...and so do your customers!
Episode 8  Corona Virus Pandemic, Adapting to a New Normal
- Crises don’t build character, they reveal character - Ray Bastian, CEO Delta Airlines
Episode 9 Crisis Whack-A-Mole
-Remember to forgive yourself.  It’s “OK” to not be “OK”!
Episode 10  -7 Actions that Speak Louder than Words
- It’s easy to put your arms (figuratively) around someone that you work with or for.  How do you do that virtually for your current and targeted customers?
Episode 11  New Value-Curve While Flattening the Curve
-Create an experience for customers they can’t get anywhere else
-Brainstorm things that have never been done in your industry, for your customers, YET.
Episode 12 The David and Goliath Moment for Manufacturers
-”The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity.”-Amelia Earhart
-My sense of it is this is such an unprecedented event. Nothing like it ever! So, you’re waiting for WHAT? There’s nothing in history to compare this to.

Episode 13  Building the New Normal, 7 Actions for Success
-Invest in culture & skills needed to pivot to the ‘next’ normal.
-Customer preferences are undergoing a step change—toward online retail, remote working, and more sustainable communities
-It’s unclear what other shifts might emerge, but we can assume many of those will likely become engrained and normalized in customer preferences, permanently. 

Episode #14:  Leading Your Team in the New Normal w/Ben Baker  - “Your brand is only as valuable as your unhappiest employee on their worst day.”  Episode #15:  Growing Building Material Sales Now w/Mark Mitchell
- “If you only have 15 minutes to spend with a new prospect spen it talking about them.”
 
Episode #16  Manufacturing Happy Hour;  Harnessing Smart Manufacturing w/Chris Luecke  
-”Manufacturers are recognizing the importance of looking outside the industry for inspiration, best-practices, & collaboration.” 
Episode #17 Selling Naked w/Mark Roberts  -”If you can't communicate your  value in 10 minutes, you’re wasting your customers time.  Set your intention on serving over selling.”
 
Episode #18  Show Me The Money! w/Damon Pistulka   - “Everybody makes a product.  Your unfair advantage is outside the product.  Making the process as efficient as you can and working continually to improve the customer experience.” 


Episode #19  e-Commerce for Manufacturers?  Yes, way! w/Curt Anderson.
 -”Help your customers make a burying decision on Friday night at midnight without having to wait for you to open your doors  on Monday.”

Episode #20  Calibrate Your Relationship GPS  w/Ed Wallace 
 - “Fifty-Two % of sales are lost because client-facing professionals failed to identify and understand their prospects requirements.”

Episode #21 Execution Mastery:  The Full Monte w/Monte Pedersen

 - “You supply the rocket-sauce, I just help you shake it out of the bottle and bring out the flavor of your team.”

Episode #22  Steam Chain:  Machinery As A Service

-”MAAS creates the opportunity to contract on the outcome, as opposed to contracting on the delivery of the machine.”

Episode #23 – Manufacturing Underdog Leads The Pack w/Darrin Mitchell

-	“You build a team of ‘super-soldiers’ (aka VIDEOS) that work for you 24/7/365 delivering your message globally, while your sales people are sleeping.”
-	
Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
Recommended Resources for This Episode
Connect with Ben Baker
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
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LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
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